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ABSTRACT 
Now days the terrorism has been  increased ,due to the high speed internet. In the early days the terrorists can maintain the server 
for contacting with the other side. Due to the development of the internet,they interact with the normal people and spread the 
terrorism through the internet. They can hide the code words into the digital media such as image,audio,video etc.. Digital media 
can contain the suspicious words. They embedthe codeword into the image by using the stegnography method. Steganalysis can be 
used to detect the suspicious words present  in the digital  media.The image that contain the suspicious words called the stego 
image. The stego image is different from the normal image.It can be analyzed using the steganalysis tool placing into the internet 
.Some of them are J-steg,J-phide,invisiblesecrets.After extracting the information it can be decrypted to get the original information 
present in the image. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Cryptography is the process of converting the plain text into the cipher text.. Then  it can be embedded into 

the digital media such as image using thehybrid technique and it can be analysed using the Calibration 

Technique.Steganography is the art of hiding the  private or sensitive information within something that appears 

to be nothing out to the usual appearance. It can be transmitted into the internet.The normal image is entirely 

different from the stego image.If we place the steganalsis tool it identified the stego image then it extract the 

information hide into the image. The same tool can be used for the both steganography and steganalysisand the 

cipher text can be decrypted by the cryptanalysis.The spread of the terrorism has been  increasedthrough the 

internet. The digital image can be a JPEG because it can be used widely through the internet. The intelligence 

agency can uses the stegnography methods for the secured communication over the internet. The  terrorists can 

also uses the same way to sent the terrorists plan and they can also involves the incocent people into the 

abnormal activities. It does not affect the intelligence agencies because they maintain the separate server for 

their transformation of  information. In the early days,the terrorists can also maintain the server and it can be 

identified using theIP address and host due to the development of the advanced technology.So they can uses the 

normal websites for their communication.Several steganography applications are readily available on the 

Internet, and most of those are available as free or sharewares, for use by hackers and criminals. Computer 
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security, law enforcement and intelligence experts need the ability to both identify the use of digital 

steganography applications to secure information and then extract the hidden information. Steganalysis is the  

discovery and extraction of information hidden with digital steganography applications. 

 

2.Existing System: 

In the existing system the steganalysis application which can analysethe  image for malicious code and 

retrieve the embedded data present in it. These sorts of application are very crucial in a network systems or in a 

targeted attack. In this application the image will be loaded from the site, Different steganalysis algorithm will 

used some of them are chi square attack, visual detection, histogram analysis to check if steganographic artifacts 

are present in that or not these artifacts imply the implementation of steganography. The calibration technique 

can be a feature based technique used to analyze the image.The calibration technique can analyze only the 

image that can be embedded into the LSB of the cover image.It can be detect  the images which can embed the 

data into the hybrid approach.There  is it can embed the data into both LSB and MSB of the system. 

 

3.Related Work: 

Shoniwa, Geogen George [1] discusses the importance of steganalysis tool which can detect the presence of 

malware embedded in JPEG. 

Andreas Westfeld and Andreas Pfitzmann [2] present attacks on EzStego, Jsteg, Steganos, and S-Tools 

going into details of each utility. attacked where needed.  

Jessica Fridrich and MiroslavGoljane [3] recognize several qualitatively different approaches to practical 

steganalysis – visual detection, histogram analysis, RS steganalysis, universal blind detection schemes.  

SujitPrakashGujarand C E VeniMadhavan [4] this paper proposes new procedures and technique for 

detection and analysis of steganographic embedded content. They discuss both statistical and pattern 

classificatio techniques. 

Reshma Dharman1, AjoyThomas2[5]discusses the Steganalysis Application to Detect Image with 

Malicious Code 

C. Chen and Y. Q. Shi,[6] “JPEG Image Steganalysis Utilizing both Intrablock and Interblock 

Correlations”, IEEE international Symposium on Circuits and Systems. Seattle, Washington, USA: IEEE, 

(2008), pp. 3029-3032.  

 T. Pevny and J. Fridrich,[7] “Merging Markov and DCT features for multi-class JPEG steganalysis”, 

Proceedings of the 8th information Hiding Workshop. Alexandria, VA, USA: Springer-Verlag, (2007), pp. 249-

264.  

 

4.Proposed Work: 

In the proposed system uses thesteganalysis application which can analyses image for malicious code and 

retrieve the embedded data.The first the plain text or the terror related words are converted into the cipher text . 

Encryption is the process of changing the plain text into the cipher text. Then the cipher text is embedded into 

the image. The image that hides the information is known as the stego image. Steganalysis does not deal with 

trying to decode the hidden data inside of a image, just discovering it.Steganography embeds top-secret 

messages in theimages. It causes modifications in the statistics of an image. Statistical steganalysis,  name 

implies, examines this underlying statistics of an image to detect whether  the secret embedded data is present or 

not. Statistical steganalysis is measured powerful than signature steganalysis  methods because mathematical 

methods are more sensitive when compared with  visual awareness. Specific statistical steganalysis can be 

categorized based on data hiding techniques there is spatial domain and transform domain. 

The stego image is transfer to the internet. By placing the steganalysis tool the stego image has been 

identified. The normal image is different from the stego image.Because it causes some distortions in the quality 

or in the visual.After finding the stego image. 

In this paper, we uses the calibrationtechnique usedin steganalysis of LSB and MSB matching system.It can 

uses the hybrid approach for the project. The Least Significant Bit (LSB) algorithm and the Most Significant Bit 

(MSB) algorithm are steganographyalgorithms with each one having its demerits. This work therefore proposed 

a Hybrid approach and compared its efficiency with LSB and MSB algorithms. The Least Significant Bit (LSB) 

and Most Significant Bit (MSB) techniques were combined in the proposed algorithm. Two bits (the least 

significant bit and the most significant bit) of the cover images were replaced with a secret message. 

Comparisons were made based on Mean-Squared Error (MSE), Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and the 

encoding time between the proposed algorithm, LSB and MSB after embedding in digital images. Least 

significant bit (LSB) replacement and LSB matching are two widely-used steganographicschemes . 

The embedding process of LSB and MSB replacement is rather simple: converting the secret data into a 

stream of bits, choosing cover pixels in a pseudo-random order generated by a shared secret key, replacing the 

LSB and MSB of each selected cover pixel by the correspondent secret data bit. For LSB  and MSB matching, it 

is a minor modification of LSB and MSB replacement: if the secret data bit does not match the LSB and MSB of 
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the cover image it can also analyzed using the calibration which is the feature based system.proposed a 

steganalytic methodbased on the so-called HCF COM for the detection of addi-tive noise based 

steganography.this method performs rather well for detecting LSB match-ing in RGB color images proposed an 

approach based on thecalibration (downsample) technique, which is proved muchmore effective. The main idea 

of  is that the procedure ofdownsample can reduce the embedding noise.  

 

 
Fig. 1: Encryption and Decryption Mechanism 

 

Modules: 

In this proposed system, we have five modules for the execution of the project.In the first module the plain 

text can be converted into the cipher text .In the second module the cipher text can be embedded into the the 

digital media such as image.The embedded image can be transferred into the internet .In the fourth module the 

stego image can be identified and the cipher text can be extracted from that image.In the final module we have 

to decrypt the cipher text to get the original message. 

 Embedding module 

 Stegnography Module  

 Execution module  

 Steganalysis module 

 Decrypting Code word  

 

Embedding Module: 

The embedding module will firstly engage in the creation of the code word. First of all, the embedding 

module will involve the use cryptography to generate code word.The plain text can be converted into the cipher 

text.The process of changing the plain text into the cipher text is known as the encryption. 

 

Stegnography Module: 

This then assigns a new file signature to the codeword and then transfers control to the 

steganographytool.Embedding of code word in stego-image can involve the use of the the Calibration Technique 

algorithm.Feature-based steganographic method which in joint with the concept of calibration for JPEG 

images.The image contains the malicious code is known as the stego image which consists of the plans.it can 

embed the data using the dct(discrete cosine transform method). 

 

Execution Module: 

It can be transismitted over the internet.it consists of the malicious code in that media .It can be difficult to 

identify the stego image into the naked eye. Some of them are not aware of the technology  and its effect .Only 

the expert in that professions can identifies the media with the code words. 

Steganography Detection with Stegdetect 

Stegdetect is a programmed tool used for the detecting steganography content present in the images. It is 

capable of detecting  theseveral altered steganography methods to embed hidden information  present in the 

JPEG images. Currently the detectable schemes awhich are present are, 

1.StegDetect. 

2.StegSecret. 

3JPSeek. 
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4.StegBreak. 

 

Steganalysis: 

Then the image has been identified using the tools mentioned above.Then the information is retrieved  

using the calibarationtechnique. The DCT transform of the image has been done . 

DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) coefficients can be calculated. All domains of features we can extract it 

with the different iterations. Different iterations of features store intothe  different matrices. Combine of all 

matrices displayto  improved detection accuracy rate of the data . This kind of process we can call as machine 

learning from all dimensions of the data.Finally,the retrieved data can be decrypted for the extraction of the 

original  data. 

 

Conclusion: 

In this system,the detection of terror violated message has been identified by using the calibration algorithm 

which is the feature based technique.By placing the steganalysis tool the stego image can be identified. It can 

reduces the terrorism level by identifying the suspicious words embed into that image. In the future work it has 

been used for the digital media such as audio and video. 
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